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combustion reaction. Difference or distinguishability is what we want. The water levels inside and outside of a dam are no difference, the hydropower station cannot supply energy.
Good insulation (for example, thermal isolation) material for buildings can better maintain the distinguishability. For example, windows can be a significant source of heat transfer to reduce the temperature differences. Insulated glazing can significantly reduce heat transfer by radiation, conduction, or convection and can be better to keep a temperature difference.
I have proposed that in the context of information theory, information is defined as the amount of compressed data [1] . The paper with information recorded as a text or as a picture has difference on the parts. A blank paper with no difference on the parts of the paper has no information -the amount of date is compressed to zero, similar to the equilibrium where information all turns to entropy [2] . Because energy consuming processes are driven by entropy increase to the maximum till the equilibrium (a structure of indistinguishability or no difference) and entropy has been putatively understood as the information loss, we may claim that we are actually consuming information.
We are in the age of highly developed information technology. The IT aspects of energy use should be fully explored to save mineral fuels. For example, a computer connected to a network of sensors [3] to collect data and the information (differences at different times and locations) can be used to control the valves to create and maintain the distinguishability and exhaustively use renewable energy sources. In cold winters, the coolant valve can be opened to connect the refrigerator and an outdoors heat exchanger directly. In hot summer, energy can be removed from a high heat capacity fluid during the night and the cool fluid can be used to cool down the room during the hot day. Another tank can store fluid heated up during the sunny day which can be used to supply warm water. Solar energy will be harvested with the highest power if a photovoltaic cell is always adjusted in the correct direction controlled by a computer because the sun is in different positions at different time during the day. I am sure energy science and technology experts already have many good ideas like what I have. In addition to hardware (including instruments and machines), papers on new software research and development related to energy use will also be published.
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